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Mons Soseman

 
Don't forget, we have a fantasy league going:

https://www.velogames.com/

 
Mons Soseman

 
League Name: LUGNUTS/GIRO 2017 League Code: 573022324217

 
Tim in KY

 
The Giro 2017 starts Friday May 5 on the island of Sardinia. Start time is

12:25 CET (6:25 EDT).

 
Tim in KY
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Tim in KY

 
Clearly a sprinters stage. But darn long.

 
Tim in KY

 
The course runs from southwest to northeast and then south again.

 
Tim in KY
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Tim in KY

 
The last 4km are typical Giro-crazy.

 
Tim in KY
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Tim in Ky

 
During the sprint finish, the first person who posts "they're packed like

sardines" will be banned from the Pub for life!

 
Jennifer Simon

 
LOLOLOLOL for real Tim. And buongiorno a tutti! This will be my

only chance to pop in until tonight, but glad to see the pub is open for business. Good luck to all of the
Nuts teams. May the odds be ever in your favor!

 
Tim in Ky

 
Too much paint-drying early. Back later.

 
BusterSci

 
I'm kinda here. But to watch. I don't have any video access today or

tomorrow.
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BusterSci

 
Hi, there. Lonely here.

 
Charles Davis

 
Hi, I amjust getting up

 
BusterSci

 
I'm at a client processing some biological tissue. What a thrill.

 
Charles Davis

 
My FuboTV is reshowing the Tour de Romandie. I hope it gets to Italy

as it should.

 
BusterSci

 
I've been waiting for your report to decide if Fubo is for me. Just want to

make sure it isn't FUBAR TV.

 
BusterSci

 
A small group has a 1:20 lead on the peloton after 7km. Mirco Maestri

(Bardiani-CSF), Cesare Benedetti (Bora-Hansgrohe), Marcin Bialoblocki (CCC Sprandi Polkowice), Pavel
Brutt (Gazprom-Rusvelo), Daniel Teklehaimanot (Dimension Data) and Eugert Zhupa (Wilier Selle Italia)

 
Charles Davis

 
per CN, Mirco Maestri (Bardiani-CSF), Cesare Benedetti (Bora-

Hansgrohe), Marcin Bialoblocki (CCC Sprandi Polkowice), Pavel Brutt (Gazprom-Rusvelo), Daniel
Teklehaimanot (Dimension Data) and Eugert Zhupa (Wilier Selle Italia) already have a lead of 1:20 over
the peloton.

 
Charles Davis

 
oops to slow

 
BusterSci

 
Missed by THAT much.

 
Charles Davis

 
no one on my fantasy team but I did think about Pavel Brutt and Daniel

Teklehaimanot

 
BusterSci

 
I had Brutt on the team at one point. I think I removed him. I changed my

picks about a half dozen times as I read more about the teams coming and their stated ambitions.

 
Charles Davis

 
Seeing lots of shots of Sardinia on Fubo. Very pretty.

 
BusterSci

 
That's the part I miss the most not having a video feed. The internet at my

client is just too slow to support video.
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Charles Davis

 
That is my problem. The latest thing I read, influences me to much.

 
Charles Davis

 
Current shot is of a beautiful woman on her phone. lol

 
BusterSci

 
Yes. The latest thing I read influences me too much.

 
BusterSci

 
Absent beautiful women, I'll look at my phone.

 
Charles Davis

 
All four wildcard teams have someone in the break. Good for them.

 
BusterSci

 
And one of the wildcard teams has two riders out of the race! What's a

Grand Tour without doping violations?

 
Charles Davis

 
Yep. Their director has had several experiences with doping through

the years. He sounds broken up about it but what else would he say.

 
Charles Davis

 
Seeing the team presentation highlights now. Great picture. The feed

looks way better than the bootlegs I usually watch.

 
Tim in Ky

 
Somewhere there is a bike race. Just not on Fubo yet.

 
Charles Davis

 
Tim thanks for the maps and pre-race stuff that you put up.

 
Charles Davis

 
Alghero is a very nice looking town.

 
Tim in Ky

 
Very picturesque.

 
Charles Davis

 
Who are the sprinters? Greipel, Ewan, Nizzolo, Modolo, Gaveria,

 
Charles Davis

 
I see a race.

 
Charles Davis

 
Big crowds in the city, lots of people on the overpasses on the highway,

and in general lots of people watching.
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BusterSci

 
Got 10 minutes to check in. 7 minutes for the break. Afternoon, Donny!

 
donny

 
Teklehaimanot everyone! Can that be our official greeting from now on, Please?

Forgot how much I loved that name. Are we ready for some Giro?

 
BusterSci

 
I'm just trying to remember how to spell that "Crosswalk" guy's name.

 
donny

 
Sardinia really is a beautiful island. I have been fortunate enough to travel all

around it on several occasions. Once, unfortunately, in August. My advice, stay away from any water area
in Italy in August, this includes lakes, streams, seas, and fountains.

 
donny

 
Buster, I shall copy and paste all the odd names as three weeks is not long

enough for my feeble mind to learn how to spell them.

 
Charles Davis

 
The pictures on FuboTv are great but for now it is just pictures and

occasional sounds from riders or people in cars, and of course, helicopters. Basically ambiant noise.

 
Charles Davis

 
157 to go and 6:07 for the leaders

 
Tim in Ky

 
I have commentary of Fubo.

 
donny

 
considering some of the commentary for cycling races, ambient noises may be

best. No?

 
Tim in Ky

 
Fubo has the Eurosport guys.

 
donny

 
sweet! which Eurosport guys???

 
Tim in Ky

 
Don't know.

 
Tim in Ky

 
With 148km to go, gap is 5:00.

 
donny

 
I hear the one and only Sean Kelly,

 
donny

 
Zee Germans are advertising that cycling is on but, they are showing a different
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type of 2 wheeled craziness

 
Tim in Ky

 
The peloton looks all strung out but they're only doing 40km/hr.

 
donny

 
I thought they got rid of the 2 guys that were strung out before the Giro started?

 
Tim in Ky

 
I don't think HGH strings one out.

 
donny

 
I would not know Tim. All I know is "Drugs are bad, em'kay"

 
Charles Davis

 
On Fubo, Carlton Kirby and Pete ? are the announcers.

 
Charles Davis

 
Attack off the front.

 
BusterSci

 
I don't believe I've ever taken HGH or HGH producing peptides, but if I did

they affected my gut an inordinate amount and the rest of me almost not at all.

 
donny

 
Craziest drug news I have heard is that the UCI was considering and is indeed

researching the need to ban Caffeine. Of course this story came out just about the 1st of April so......

 
BusterSci

 
Cyclists without caffeine? May as well ban fuel in NASCAR while you're at

it.

 
Charles Davis

 
first mt points 1.Cesare Benedetti (Bora-Hansgrohe) 2. Eugert Zhupa

(Wilier Selle Italia) 3. someone else

 
Mons Soseman

 
Hey everyone

 
Charles Davis

 
Good day, Mons.

 
donny

 
I have a feeling if that story were true Buster Trek team would have a shorter

name

 
Mons Soseman

 
Happy Giromese
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BusterSci

 
How's life on the mainland, Mons?

 
donny

 
Teklehaimanot! Mons Happy to see you here!

 
Mons Soseman

 
Trying to prepare a teflon, error proof essay, which may escape

comment. ;)

 
donny

 
I love the ambition Mons

 
Tim in Ky

 
That sure didn't look like a categorized climb.

 
Mons Soseman

 
Caffeine has LONG been on the WADA list of banned substances

 
donny

 
How is the prep for the Swiss Guard going?

 
Mons Soseman

 
Good

 
donny

 
"Caffeine has LONG been on the WADA list of banned substances" Mons,

Really?

 
Mons Soseman

 
Their annual Giuramento is tomorrow, so within the Vatican they

parade, and take their military oaths. So many Swiss in Rome these days, including, I have heard, the
Swiss President.

 
Mons Soseman

 
If you want, Donny, I have an extra ticket, quite by accident

 
Tim in Ky

 
Hi, Katie.

 
BusterSci

 
Hey, we're starting to rock in the pub!

 
Charles Davis

 
Hello Katie

 
Tim in Ky

 
Gap has been stable for a while at 4:30.
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donny

 
Mons, it would be a wonderful honor to get to see you and the swearing in

ceremony of the Swiss Guard. Though as I have been here with the family a scant 5 days in the last 60, I
better not even ask the boss for a day off.

 
SFinAusTx

 
Greatings everyone. Ahhhhh, it's GT time and Italy!

 
Katie

 
Buongiorno, tutti!

 
Tim in Ky

 
Pretty scenery but not much going on in the race.

 
Katie

 
Yes, but at least we are in ITALY!

 
donny

 
Teklehaimanot! SFinAusTx and Katie nice to see you here.

 
Tim in Ky

 
I wish they'd get the bug off the Helio camera.

 
Katie

 
So, since they're on Sardinia and since my mom's coming up for dinner, I'm

thinking a Sardinian supper. Mons, you have any suggestions for a menu? Or a wine?

 
SFinAusTx

 
Thanks Donny. It's great to have an Eritrean in the break!

 
Tim in Ky

 
With 122km to go, gap is 4:00.

 
BusterSci

 
Frau Buster is actually in Italy. She's been on a 2 week work trip. Comes

home tomorrow evening. Did any of you catch her photos on Facebook from the Musee du Velo in
Tournus?

 
Mons Soseman

 
Oh, a Sardinian Supper would be great, as they have great food.

 
Mons Soseman

 
Goat cheese is always a staple. I don't do seafood, but along the coast

they would do seafood.

 
Mons Soseman

 
Mostly they eat meat in the non seafaring villages. That sounds funny

to us, but in Italy if you are more than half an hour from the sea, the seafood is not good.
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Mons Soseman

 
My favorite part of Sardinian cooking is the full vegetables they bring

to the table at the end, carrots, celery, and other crudites. Of course these are peeled, but still whole, and
then presented with

 
Mons Soseman

 
salted olive oil.

 
Mons Soseman

 
num

 
Mons Soseman

 
so these are served raw. the rest of Italians do not really eat raw

vegetables, infact they cook vegetables to within an inch of life. :)

 
Mons Soseman

 
Does that help Katie?

 
Mons Soseman

 
Oh, I had a Sardinian style pizza last week in Pisa, but Sardinian

restaurant

 
Mons Soseman

 
It had spicy sausage, tomato sauce, goat cheese.

 
BusterSci

 
I was probably 30 years old before I learned that Crudites weren't things

that lived in crud.

 
Katie

 
Great ideas, Mons.

 
Katie

 
thanks!

 
Katie

 
i have some beets in the garden adn some recently harvested purple carrots

(word to the wise: Don't use purple carrots in a soup stock. it looks like dirty dish water)

 
Mons Soseman
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Katie

 
dang, Teklehaimanot came so close to that...

 
Mons Soseman

 
Does that work for everyone?
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BusterSci

 
It's readable.

 
Mons Soseman

 
From you, BusterSci, I take that as high comedy. Um I mean high

compliment, even if you are limiting yourself to comment on the technical aspects. ;)

 
donny

 
You take what you can get from the Penguin Poet eh mons?

 
Katie

 
Thank you, Mons. Great history and context and story.

 
BusterSci

 
Now I wish I had intended it as damning with faint praise. I was just trying

to confirm that the text wasn't too small to make out for old eyes like mine.

 
Mons Soseman

 
I always take any compliment as a grand compliment from his

Penguiness.

 
Mons Soseman

 
So right now I have 110. km to go can we guage the time lag?

 
Charles Davis

 
Carlton Kirby and Daniel Lloyd are the commentators on EuroSport.

 
Mons Soseman

 
If you are watching the geography of Sardinia is fascinating

 
Mons Soseman

 
Remember that Summer when I wrote so many essays on languages?

Sardinia is like a haven for language..

 
BusterSci

 
They're setting no record pace today.

 
Tim in Ky

 
The peloton just passed the halfway point. Long day.

 
Katie

 
Why so many languages in Sardinia? Because it's the floating raft in waters

touched by so many other places?

 
Tim in Ky

 
Kirby commenting on how crazy the finish is.

 
Gilliemarie

 
What happened to the penquin Buster?
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BusterSci

 
What penguin? And Tim, Kirby talking about anything being crazy is the

very definition of the pot calling the kettle black.

 
Tim in Ky

 
Gap is under 3:00. Still 92km to go.

 
Gilliemarie

 
Your usual avatar Buster

 
Charles Davis

 
Here are the top sprinters - Greipel, Ewan, Gavaria, then Modolo, and

Nizzolo. Anyone else to watch?

 
BusterSci

 
This is my usual avatar. Are you not seeing the oil-soaked penguin?

 
Gilliemarie

 
Nope!

 
Charles Davis

 
GM, it looks normal to me.

 
BusterSci

 
I did switch avatars a number of times for specific races in the past, but this

is the standard.

 
Katie

 
I see Dean Martin after a particularly bad and long night, what do the rest of you

see?

 
Gilliemarie

 
I'm seeing a pale blue circle with a darker blue head & shoulders!

 
BusterSci

 
I am wearing a blue t-shirt from the Loggerhead Marinelife Center in Juno

Beach, CA. But my head is not blue. Wait. I'll hold my breath for fifteen minutes. That oughta do it.

 
Tim in Ky

 
I see the usual penguin.

 
BusterSci

 
Everybody loves some herring sometime

 
Tim in Ky

 
Gap is under 3:30 with 85km to go.

 
Tim in Ky

 
This stretch of road looks like it was paved yesterday.
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BusterSci

 
Thats a perk of hosting stages.

 
Tim in Ky

 
Gap is down to 2:42.

 
Tim in Ky

 
Orica has talen over the point from QS.

 
Mons Soseman

 
So was the forth with anyone yesterday? Anyone celebrating Cinco de

Mayo?

 
SFinAusTx

 
If I get my password recovered/reset then I should update my avatar. I

never meant to be rude showing you all the back of my helmet. I"m just shy.

 
Tim in Ky

 
I know who's not celebrating Cinco de Mayo, Mexicans. It an invention of

American beer companies.

 
Gilliemarie

 
Guess u need to email Joanna SF

 
Charles Davis

 
I am celebrating Cinco de Mayo today and the Kentucky Derby

tomorrow.

 
BusterSci

 
Tim, that's not totally true. Cinco de Mayo is a legit Mexican holiday, it just

isn't a party day there.

 
Tim in Ky

 
Going to be a cold rainy Derby this year.

 
SFinAusTx

 
My stoker contemplated just being in L-ville this year for the Derby

weekend just to soak up the atmosphere, but the lodging anywhere was prohibitive. So we're watching it
here while see runs a family betting ring.

 
BusterSci

 
SF, is "My stoker" a typo/spell check fiasco or is it some term the kids use

that I'm to old to know?

 
Katie

 
2x Kelly Unit (tm) left!

 
BusterSci

 
SF in AusTx. Just shortening to SF.
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donny

 
66km to go with 2:09

 
donny

 
Buster, Legit Q(question) my web footed friend whats THE A(answer) SF

 
Mons Soseman

 
I have been to Churchill Downs, not on Derby day. It was beautiful

 
Mons Soseman

 
So, is anyone else watching the Giro via RAI (available on Dish

Network in USA)

 
Mons Soseman

 
I have the RAI HD coverage on. I would like to say how beautifully

splendid it is, but it really is just slightly better than normal

 
donny

 
I have downed a few glasses of of the Pol Roger Champagne that bear the name

Churchill. Sadly, never been to Churchill Downs on Derby day or any other.

 
Katie

 
I'd love to get RAI, but i don't dish, and every time i try to sneak into RAI

online, I get scolded with a "siamo spiacenti" ... they're so sorry but ...

 
BusterSci

 
I read "the Last Lion", a definitive Churchill biography.

 
Katie

 
uh..................

 
BusterSci

 
My pillow is down.

 
BusterSci

 
Anyone wear a derby?

 
Tim in Ky

 
15 people in the pub now. Don't tell the fire marshall.

 
donny

 
Lost of in and out, I am sure we could talk our way out of any fire marshall

issues

 
Marc @Toad Hall

 
Thanks, Mons. Your essay was bullet-proof. Love the NRRBBB,

but please mention the race now and again. I've only a spotty link to bootleg RAI, and have no Italian. And
yes, there is such a language as Luxembougish. How would I know without Wikipedia? I'm from
Gibberland.
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Gilliemarie

 
I guess there is nothing going on in the race?

 
Tim in Ky

 
Marc, there's a break of five 2:10 ahead of the peloton with 52km to go.

 
Tim in Ky

 
Paint drying, Gillie.

 
Charles Davis

 
I have been to Churchill Downs 3 or 4 times, including one Derby. The

track and museum and stuff are much nicer on the non-derby weekend. I think I saw some horses through
the crowd at the Derby.

 
Gilliemarie

 
Hope the rest of the race is a little more rxciting!

 
BusterSci

 
I normally try to inject race commentary but I'm really unable today. I'm

dancing between chemically processing some amniotic tissue, reviewing essential requirements of an
international standard, listening to this week's Economist and making stupid comments here. I have no
livestream.

 
Charles Davis

 
This is a great month to be in Louisville though. Small festivals and

fairs throughout the city all month long.

 
Charles Davis

 
Some dudes are out front and everyone is following. You are missing

nothing except those little sprints for mountain and sprint points.

 
Charles Davis

 
Mons, evidently none of us have Dish.

 
Gilliemarie

 
Yeah & i'll bet some dude wins the stage!

 
donny

 
there are now less km's to go and about the same distance from break to bunch.

 
Charles Davis

 
My daughter just brought me a "heart" shaped piece of bread and said "

This heart is for you Daddy." She is a keeper.

 
Gilliemarie

 
:-:*

 
BusterSci

 
I'm assuming Franco is still dead?
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Tim in Ky

 
He is. But in Spain.

 
BusterSci

 
So, he's alive here?

 
Katie

 
Wow, that is some pretty landscaping

 
Tim in Ky

 
40km to go. Gap is 2:13.

 
BusterSci

 
Mons, Frau is now watching on RAI. So you have company.

 
Tim in Ky

 
Gap is under 2:00 now.

 
Mons Soseman

 
Hey Frau

 
David Stanley

 
My chemistry kids (10th graders) just started a test. Thought I'd pop in

and say Buon Giorno!

 
Mons Soseman

 
The progress is slower than expected today. There are still 36 km to

go, a little more than one KU

 
Gilliemarie

 
We must be getting close to the last Kelly Unit ?

 
Katie

 
Hi David, welcome ... perhaps you should do a chemistry unit on the impact of

perpsiration on lycra or some such ... merge two passions

 
Tim in Ky

 
Kelly Unit to go for the break.

 
David Stanley

 
I do try to use bicycles and wheels and such in physics. I brought in my

bike and rollers to demonstrate the stability that spin imparts to a wheel. In Bio, the kids get a big dose of
bicycle based exercise science in the physiology unit. Gotta make things fun and engaging for everyone.
Textbooks are boring.

 
BusterSci

 
Perspiration: Major components are salts, lactic acid and urea. A medical

device I worked on years ago had a component worn against the body. We'd get broken units back that
were massively gross with sweat. The urea was the culprit, both in the grossness and the product failure.
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Katie

 
Excellent. I wish you'd been my science teacher

 
Katie

 
both y'all

 
Katie

 
Tekla'not gets the sprint

 
BusterSci

 
T-not. I'm going with T-not.

 
Katie

 
Why-not, then? OK!

 
David Stanley

 
That's a tidbit I'm storing away, BusterSci. Thanks. The sciences are

really fun classes to teach and take if you have teachers who are engaged. I had a great physics prof - ever
lecture, he'd have a noted classical music piece playing as he entered the lecture hall. He always used the
time or the place or something about the music as his jumping off point for the lecture.

 
BusterSci

 
My college degree was in Integrated Sciences. It was a truly

multidisciplinary program in science and math. The capstone course was "Mathematical aspects of
physical biochemistry." Getting a core education in everything from astrophysics to molecular biology was
awesome, and I've actually used much of my education in my career. That's where the "Sci" comes from.

 
Tim in Ky

 
It looks like they will be ~20 minutes slower than the slowest expected

time.

 
David Stanley

 
My B.Sc was a similar program - Integrative Bio - everything from

histology to chordate morphology. I'm currently an asttrophysics junkie - doing lots of reading in that area.

 
Katie

 
Oooh! A hil!

 
Katie

 
l

 
Katie

 
two Ls

 
Katie

 
it's 12% ... they have have two Ls

 
David Stanley

 
I'm following twitter updates. The main field is altogether? Wondering

about my boy Sam Bennett in the finale.
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Mons Soseman

 
So did we get that there are 5 in the lead group, leading by over a

minute.

 
Tim in Ky

 
Kirby says the descent of the last climb is quite technical.

 
Mons Soseman

 
The "live site" I found from the Giro says they are ahead by 1:56,

Eurosport says 1:08

 
BusterSci

 
Sam has as good a chance as any of the sprinters. Greipel obviously has the

experience. Ewan and Gaveria are probably to two fastest dead out. Then the others are there, all with a
chance.

 
Katie

 
This climb's gotta hurt after all those miles of flats. Smacks you right in the legs.

 
Tim in Ky

 
The climb has shed one of the breakers.

 
David Stanley

 
I suspect this'll be gruppo compatto pretty soon.

 
Tim in Ky

 
They've pulled the team cars from the gap.

 
Gilliemarie

 
Is the break going to be sucessful or will they get caught as usual?

 
Tim in Ky

 
They're good as caught now.

 
David Stanley

 
If the cars are out of the gap, it's coming back together.

 
Mons Soseman

 
So was that Benedetti taking the KOM Jersey?

 
Tim in Ky

 
Yes. Benedetti leads KOM.

 
Mons Soseman

 
First days are always fun that way.

 
donny

 
I turned my focus to something else for a few min. hear the roar and looked at

my watch and thought it would be over. Alas, there is still 20km to go, just the KOM for the day done.
Talk about your slow starts to the tour.



05-05 11:26

05-05 11:26

05-05 11:27

05-05 11:27

05-05 11:27

05-05 11:28

05-05 11:28

05-05 11:29

05-05 11:29

05-05 10:45

05-05 10:54

05-05 10:56

05-05 10:59

05-05 10:59

 
David Stanley

 
Pretty stoked to see Teklehaimanot riding well. fully enjoyed his

exploits in the TdF two years ago.

 
Mons Soseman

 
They were waiting for you, Donny.

 
donny

 
ha

 
Mons Soseman

 
Does Mgubu know how to find us here at the nut pub?

 
Mons Soseman

 
We should elect an international outreach coordinator. Jesus in Cancun

hasn't been around either.

 
SFinAusTx

 
I'm back. What's the best acronym for "Work Gets in the Way". I suppose

"WGW" if we stick with the modern penchant for TLAs (three letter acronym). Buster, going back a while,
by "stoker" I was referring to my lovely partner in tandem riding and life. Also, yes SF is fine shorthand.
Shawn works too but defeats the short of two letters.

 
David Stanley

 
Plus, SF in my mind is Stephen F. as in Stephen F Austin so it works on

two levels

 
Gilliemarie

 
That's why they often refer to me as GM

 
SFinAusTx

 
BTW, Gatorade game from a Univ of FL football trainer who analyzed

players' sweat to see what to see what needed to be replaced and hence bottled. Enjoy!

 
Katie

 
Wow, that is some pretty landscaping

 
Tim in Ky

 
40km to go. Gap is 2:13.

 
BusterSci

 
Mons, Frau is now watching on RAI. So you have company.

 
Tim in Ky

 
Gap is under 2:00 now.

 
Mons Soseman

 
Hey Frau



05-05 10:59

05-05 10:59

05-05 10:59

05-05 11:01

05-05 11:03

05-05 11:03

05-05 11:04

05-05 11:04

05-05 11:04

05-05 11:05

05-05 11:06

05-05 11:07

05-05 11:08

 
David Stanley

 
My chemistry kids (10th graders) just started a test. Thought I'd pop in

and say Buon Giorno!

 
Mons Soseman

 
The progress is slower than expected today. There are still 36 km to

go, a little more than one KU

 
Gilliemarie

 
We must be getting close to the last Kelly Unit ?

 
Katie

 
Hi David, welcome ... perhaps you should do a chemistry unit on the impact of

perpsiration on lycra or some such ... merge two passions

 
Tim in Ky

 
Kelly Unit to go for the break.

 
David Stanley

 
I do try to use bicycles and wheels and such in physics. I brought in my

bike and rollers to demonstrate the stability that spin imparts to a wheel. In Bio, the kids get a big dose of
bicycle based exercise science in the physiology unit. Gotta make things fun and engaging for everyone.
Textbooks are boring.

 
BusterSci

 
Perspiration: Major components are salts, lactic acid and urea. A medical

device I worked on years ago had a component worn against the body. We'd get broken units back that
were massively gross with sweat. The urea was the culprit, both in the grossness and the product failure.

 
Katie

 
Excellent. I wish you'd been my science teacher

 
Katie

 
both y'all

 
Katie

 
Tekla'not gets the sprint

 
BusterSci

 
T-not. I'm going with T-not.

 
Katie

 
Why-not, then? OK!

 
David Stanley

 
That's a tidbit I'm storing away, BusterSci. Thanks. The sciences are

really fun classes to teach and take if you have teachers who are engaged. I had a great physics prof - ever
lecture, he'd have a noted classical music piece playing as he entered the lecture hall. He always used the
time or the place or something about the music as his jumping off point for the lecture.



05-05 11:11

05-05 11:13

05-05 11:14

05-05 11:15

05-05 11:15

05-05 11:15

05-05 11:15

05-05 11:16

05-05 11:16

05-05 11:17

05-05 11:17

05-05 11:18

05-05 11:19

 
BusterSci

 
My college degree was in Integrated Sciences. It was a truly

multidisciplinary program in science and math. The capstone course was "Mathematical aspects of
physical biochemistry." Getting a core education in everything from astrophysics to molecular biology was
awesome, and I've actually used much of my education in my career. That's where the "Sci" comes from.

 
Tim in Ky

 
It looks like they will be ~20 minutes slower than the slowest expected

time.

 
David Stanley

 
My B.Sc was a similar program - Integrative Bio - everything from

histology to chordate morphology. I'm currently an asttrophysics junkie - doing lots of reading in that area.

 
Katie

 
Oooh! A hil!

 
Katie

 
l

 
Katie

 
two Ls

 
Katie

 
it's 12% ... they have have two Ls

 
David Stanley

 
I'm following twitter updates. The main field is altogether? Wondering

about my boy Sam Bennett in the finale.

 
Mons Soseman

 
So did we get that there are 5 in the lead group, leading by over a

minute.

 
Tim in Ky

 
Kirby says the descent of the last climb is quite technical.

 
Mons Soseman

 
The "live site" I found from the Giro says they are ahead by 1:56,

Eurosport says 1:08

 
BusterSci

 
Sam has as good a chance as any of the sprinters. Greipel obviously has the

experience. Ewan and Gaveria are probably to two fastest dead out. Then the others are there, all with a
chance.

 
Katie

 
This climb's gotta hurt after all those miles of flats. Smacks you right in the legs.



05-05 11:20

05-05 11:22

05-05 11:23

05-05 11:23

05-05 11:23

05-05 11:24

05-05 11:24

05-05 11:25

05-05 11:26

05-05 11:26

05-05 11:26

05-05 11:26

05-05 11:27

05-05 11:27

05-05 11:27

 
Tim in Ky

 
The climb has shed one of the breakers.

 
David Stanley

 
I suspect this'll be gruppo compatto pretty soon.

 
Tim in Ky

 
They've pulled the team cars from the gap.

 
Gilliemarie

 
Is the break going to be sucessful or will they get caught as usual?

 
Tim in Ky

 
They're good as caught now.

 
David Stanley

 
If the cars are out of the gap, it's coming back together.

 
Mons Soseman

 
So was that Benedetti taking the KOM Jersey?

 
Tim in Ky

 
Yes. Benedetti leads KOM.

 
Mons Soseman

 
First days are always fun that way.

 
donny

 
I turned my focus to something else for a few min. hear the roar and looked at

my watch and thought it would be over. Alas, there is still 20km to go, just the KOM for the day done.
Talk about your slow starts to the tour.

 
David Stanley

 
Pretty stoked to see Teklehaimanot riding well. fully enjoyed his

exploits in the TdF two years ago.

 
Mons Soseman

 
They were waiting for you, Donny.

 
donny

 
ha

 
Mons Soseman

 
Does Mgubu know how to find us here at the nut pub?

 
Mons Soseman

 
We should elect an international outreach coordinator. Jesus in Cancun

hasn't been around either.



05-05 11:28

05-05 11:28

05-05 11:28

05-05 11:29

05-05 11:30

05-05 11:31

05-05 11:32

05-05 11:33

05-05 11:33

05-05 11:34

05-05 11:36

05-05 11:38

05-05 11:38

05-05 11:41

 
SFinAusTx

 
I'm back. What's the best acronym for "Work Gets in the Way". I suppose

"WGW" if we stick with the modern penchant for TLAs (three letter acronym). Buster, going back a while,
by "stoker" I was referring to my lovely partner in tandem riding and life. Also, yes SF is fine shorthand.
Shawn works too but defeats the short of two letters.

 
David Stanley

 
Plus, SF in my mind is Stephen F. as in Stephen F Austin so it works on

two levels

 
Gilliemarie

 
That's why they often refer to me as GM

 
SFinAusTx

 
BTW, Gatorade game from a Univ of FL football trainer who analyzed

players' sweat to see what to see what needed to be replaced and hence bottled. Enjoy!

 
Tim in Ky

 
15km to go gap is still 0:38

 
David Stanley

 
And for those outside the college football scene, University of Florida's

nickname is the Gators.

 
Tim in Ky

 
Benedetti is just the third rider to win the first three climbs of a Giro.

 
Charles Davis

 
So it really was Gator Aide for years befor it was maketed.

 
Charles Davis

 
marketed

 
Charles Davis

 
38 secs 12 km to go

 
Tim in Ky

 
10km, 0:34.

 
SFinAusTx

 
(Thanks for the context, David)

 
donny

 
Maybe they are just not pub people Mons? Those international types that is. I

should think you could reach out to Jesus in Cancun or anywhere else for us

 
Tim in Ky

 
Wicked pinch point at 7km.



05-05 11:42

05-05 11:42

05-05 11:42

05-05 11:43

05-05 11:43

05-05 11:44

05-05 11:44

05-05 11:44

05-05 11:45

05-05 11:45

05-05 11:45

05-05 11:45

05-05 11:46

05-05 11:46

05-05 11:46

05-05 11:46

 
Mons Soseman

 
Only 12 seconds. Gosh.

 
Tim in Ky

 
5.5km, 0:12.

 
BusterSci

 
Hoping I can stay logged in until the end. Watch a Cannondale go on a flyer

after the catch.

 
SFinAusTx

 
....and my feed freezes. oi!

 
Mons Soseman

 
During the Tour we could make sure to reach out to others. Just

saying. ;)

 
Mons Soseman

 
If this is May, must be a hair brained Giro finish layout...

 
Tim in Ky

 
It's over for the break.

 
Mons Soseman

 
Some Movistar down

 
BusterSci

 
That could be big.

 
Mons Soseman

 
BMC and Quick Step also riders delayed, and outside 3 km

 
Mons Soseman

 
so no neutralizing...

 
SFinAusTx

 
video back. I was just going to say that corner at 3.5k could be a problem

way they pinched it. and it is

 
BusterSci

 
Let's hope the big names were up front and avoided it

 
donny

 
Race organizer in the Giro strike again to shake up the race

 
BusterSci

 
Bora leading out Bennett

 
David Stanley

 
Vai Vai Vai Sammy!!



05-05 11:46

05-05 11:47

05-05 11:47

05-05 11:47

05-05 11:48

05-05 11:48

05-05 11:48

05-05 11:48

05-05 11:48

05-05 11:48

05-05 11:49

05-05 11:49

05-05 11:49

05-05 11:49

05-05 11:49

05-05 11:49

 
donny

 
The do love the 180 degree turns on tiny roads leading up to a sprint in the Giro.

Just would not be the Giro without it

 
Tim in Ky

 
Red kite!

 
Mons Soseman

 
Who is that escaper?

 
SFinAusTx

 
GO go go

 
Mons Soseman

 
Lukas what?

 
David Stanley

 
Lukas Postlberger (Bora-Hansgrohe) leads into the final kilometre with

a small gap over the peloton. Can he spring a surprise?

 
BusterSci

 
Hey, no CN copying.

 
SFinAusTx

 
Whoa!! Chills after such a long Valspar-ish day

 
Mons Soseman

 
what a great finish

 
David Stanley

 
sorry. I gave up on the Twitter feed.

 
donny

 
He did it!!!! Love this

 
BusterSci

 
Tease

 
Mons Soseman

 
You can copy whoever you want to keep us updated IMO ;)

 
donny

 
Way to go some dude we don't know!!

 
Mons Soseman

 
I

 
David Stanley

 
The Giro Twitter feed is about 5 minutes behind the race



05-05 11:49

05-05 11:49

05-05 11:49

05-05 11:49

05-05 11:49

05-05 11:49

05-05 11:49

05-05 11:50

05-05 11:50

05-05 11:51

05-05 11:51

05-05 11:51

05-05 11:51

05-05 11:52

05-05 11:52

05-05 11:53

 
BusterSci

 
He went postel!

 
donny

 
An Aussie in Pink

 
Mons Soseman

 
would like to say he is on my fantasy team

 
Mons Soseman

 
but he's not

 
Gilliemarie

 
Told u a dude would win!

 
David Stanley

 
Well-played, BusterSci

 
SFinAusTx

 
Really. Great for Postlberger and Bora-Hansgrohe!

 
Mons Soseman

 
Austrian or Australian?

 
BusterSci

 
We're American. He's a foreigner. That's all that matters.

 
Katie

 
Oh, Buster.

 
BusterSci

 
Said with tongue firmly planted in beak.

 
SFinAusTx

 
I can be happy that nobody else (I'll bet) on the Nuts Velogames league

has Postlberger on their team and my sprinter dude took second.

 
Mons Soseman

 
You Minnesotans... like you live on a peninsula or something

 
David Stanley

 
USA! USA !, er, LUkas is a 25 YO Austrian, holder of the Austrian

national RR crown in 2012.

 
Mons Soseman

 
Well have a great evening everyone!

 
donny

 
Austria Mons, miss herd Mr. Kelly for whom Australian and Austrian truly are

the same thing



05-05 11:53

05-05 11:53

05-05 11:53

05-05 11:53

05-05 11:53

05-05 11:53

05-05 11:53

05-05 11:53

05-05 11:53

05-05 11:54

05-05 11:55

05-05 11:55

 
BusterSci

 
Sounded like an awesome finish. See all y'all tomorrow.

 
SFinAusTx

 
Ciao, Mons e tutti

 
Charles Davis

 
Cool race. Congrats to Lukas. Tomorrow's race should be a little more

exciting.

 
Gilliemarie

 
Thanks, see you guys tomorrow!

 
Charles Davis

 
Bye all.

 
Mons Soseman

 
WEll, you Donny, have a great evening, everyone else, good lunch to

you

 
Marc @Toad Hall

 
Thanks, folks. You brightened my rainy morning.

 
David Stanley

 
Happy Friday, all. Be well.

 
Tim in Ky

 
Ewan get so low on his bars in a sprint reminds me of Robbie McEwan.

 
donny

 
buh, bye now, buh bye thank you so much for flying with us buh bye, buh bye

now.

 
Gilliemarie

 
Donny, u sound like a flight attendant!

 
Gilliemarie

 
:-)
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